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CHÍA — providing solutions to industry for half a century
Spanish company CHÍA, based in Seville, has
become a renowned supplier of bespoke
machinery to a wide range of companies.
CHÍA is especially active in the coal, port and
olive oil sectors, and it is in these areas that most
of its work takes place.
Espirales y Maquinaria de Transporte SL —
better known as CHÍA — boasts almost half a
century of experience. Since it began operating,
its values have been a constant spirit of
achievement as well as a great satisfaction for a
well done job.
CHÍA focuses its efforts on providing tailormade solutions for port, coal and olive oil
industries. Specialized equipment for industry —
hoppers, ship unloaders conveyor belts, lifts, port
terminals, solid bulk storehouses, ecological
loading and unloading systems — are only some
of the services offered by this enterprise.
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Currently, coal is one of the most in-demand materials, which
is why its transportation requires sustained efforts. In this
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regard, CHÍA has worked and provided equipment
for its unloading, stockpiling, transport and
machining.
To maintain the customer’s expectations, CHÍA
does not subcontract any work; carrying out all the
works inside its facilities. This is possible thanks to
more than 80 employees daily, the vast majority
with many years of experience in this sector, and
its own engineering and design departments which
allow it to maintain strict high-quality standards.
Concerning its facilities, the enterprise has
several industrial units, 2,000m2 each, with the
capacity and equipment to move pieces up to 55
tonnes and with oxicutting systems. In addition to
this, it has laser cutting systems, 14m-long folding
machine up to a thickness of 25mm, its own
machining centre, a large-dimension tunnel for
abrasive blasting and paint finish for marine
environments. All of this allows CHÍA to handle
huge projects simultaneously without affecting its
production and maintaining the important levels of quality and
delivery periods in this sector.
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CLIENT CONFIDENCE
All along, CHÍA has relied on the companies with
which it works. This has allowed it to expand its
high-quality client portfolio through which its has
consolidated its projects. Some of the most
prominent companies which it has worked with
include: CASA ALTA, ERSHIP, GRUPO PPNOR,
COBASA, BERGE MARÍTIMA, PÉREZ TORRES
MARÍTIMA, SACYR, OHL, SAPEC, TERMINAL
MARÍTIMA DE HUELVA, GRUPO NOGAR,
TERMINAL MARÍTIMA DE GALICIA or
ALGEPOSA.
This joint work over the years has placed
Espirales y Maquinaria de Transportes SL at the
level of leading competitors such as Bühler, TAIM
and SILVA. Breakthroughs in its dust suppression
systems have helped it to achieve this level of
expertise. These systems are key in loading and
unloading of solid bulk, and in improving
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